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About This Game

Behold the fierce blend of "Warriors" and "Berserk"!

The action of cutting through hundreds of enemies, fundamental to the Warriors series, is fused together with the dark and
gruesome atmosphere of the world of "Berserk", making various heretofore unseen acts possible, such as using a giant man-

sized sword to cut enemies in half, as well as smash or send them flying with the "Slash" and "Smash" actions.

Story:
In addition to the well-known story, "The Golden Age Arc", you will also be able to join Guts on his journey of revenge through

"The Hawk of the Millennium Arc".

Characters:
In addition to the main hero, Guts, there are a number of characters you can choose to play.

Furthermore, the same familiar cast of Japanese voice actors from the movie trilogy and the new animation series were invited
to take part.
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Title: BERSERK and the Band of the Hawk
Genre: Action
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 (64bit required)

Processor: Core i7 870 over

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA Geforce GTS 450

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c over

Additional Notes: 640×480 pixel over, High Color, VRAM 1GB over

English,Japanese
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The game is alright.
I went into this not expecting much but being an enormous Berserk fan - first thanks to the Golden Arc movies and finally the
manga. But knowing that no game could capture the majesty of the story, the intricacies of the characters, the horrific creatures
and the absolutely animalistic brutality of Guts' rage.
So why would i recommend it? Because i like Berserk and playing a game with the characters is fun - especially as Schierke. But
have you no interest in the manga, don't bother with this. It's fan service and ~20 hours of fun but little else.. I really enjoyed the
manga, the anime and now, this game.

A very really good interpretation from the anime, combined with KOEI Tecmo Hack & Slash style, made me spent hours
playing this game. If you really a fans of KT and also the anime, you should play this game. If you didn't know the anime series,
you have two options:
1. Play the game, then watch the anime, and
2. Watch the anime, then play this game.. BERSERK and the Band of the Hawk even better anime adaptation 2016 year, but
game genre musou does not fit.. Noone in the comments thought of mentioning a tiny, little, small detail? That the game DOES
NOT support mouse at all??
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